[Study on analytic precision of laser microemission spectral analysis in argon atmosphere at reduced pressure].
According to mathematic statistics, data for laser microemission spectroscopic analysis were selected, which were collected with the use of CCD (charge-coupled device) in arg on atmosphere at reduced pressure. By selection, the effects of some factors, such as the difference of bore ablated on the sample surface by the laser, the distribution nonuniformity of element in the sample, and the fluctuation of output energy of the laser, etc. were reduced. The method that improves analytic precision of laser microemission spectroscopic analysis was studied. And quantitative analysis of Cu, Zn and Mg in aluminum alloy standard samples was performed, using the Cu (I) line at 324.7 nm, the Zn (I) line at 334.5 nm, and the Mg (I) line at 383.8 nm. The results show that the RSDs of relative intensity of the spectral lines of Cu, Zn, Mg are 1.80%, 4.35% and 6.29% respectively, and the RSDs of quantitative analysis of them are 10.1%, 6.98% and 8.17% respectively. The relative errors of the average of analysis of them are -3.76%, 3.62% and -1.62% respectively.